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COMPLAINT 

The Campaign Legal Center and the Sunlight Foundation file this complaint regarding 

violations of the Communications Act and the Federal Communications Commission’s (“FCC”) 

regulations by CBS Broadcasting, Inc., licensee of WWJ-TV. In March 2014, WWJ-TV ran a 

political ad sponsored by the Senate Majority PAC (“SMP”). The station failed to disclose 

information about SMP and the ad in its online political file as required by the Communications 

Act and the FCC’s regulations. 

I. Facts 

A. Parties 

The Campaign Legal Center is a nonpartisan, nonprofit organization that promotes 

awareness and enforcement of political broadcasting laws. The Campaign Legal Center’s 

mission is to represent the public interest in the enforcement of media and campaign laws. 

Through public education, advocacy for federal rulemaking proceedings, and congressional 
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action, the Campaign Legal Center seeks to shape political broadcasting policies and promote 

effective enforcement of the public interest obligations of the media.
1
 

The Sunlight Foundation is a nonpartisan nonprofit that advocates for open government 

globally and uses technology to make government more accountable to all. Sunlight 

accomplishes these goals at municipal, federal, and international levels by building tools that 

empower democratic participation and by working with policymakers and civil society 

organizations to employ a technology-centric and transparency-oriented approach to their work. 

The Sunlight Foundation has built tools that empower individuals and journalists to better and 

more easily understand political spending across the United States, which depend on data found 

within broadcast stations' political files and elsewhere.
2
 

WWJ-TV is a CBS-owned and operated broadcast station in Detroit, Michigan. Detroit is 

the 11th largest Designated Market Area in the country, serving more than 1.8 million 

households.
3
 CBS Broadcasting, Inc., licensee of WWJ-TV, is headquartered in New York City 

and is a mass media creation and distribution company with audiences around the world.
4
 

B. The Advertisement 

In March 2014, WWJ-TV broadcast a political ad sponsored by SMP. SMP is a Super 

PAC that works to expand the Democratic majority in the U.S. Senate.
5
 The SMP ad, entitled 

                                                 
1
 See Campaign Legal Center, www.campaignlegalcenter.org (last visited Apr. 3, 2014). 

2
 For instance, Political Ad Sleuth and Ad Hawk are two such tools. See Political Ad Sleuth, 

http://politicaladsleuth.com (a searchable database created from FCC online public file 

documents); Ad Hawk, http://adhawk.sunlightfoundation.com (a mobile app allowing 

identification of political ads). 
3
 Local Television Market Universe Estimates, The Nielsen Company, (2013), 

http://www.tvb.org/media/file/TVB_Market_Profiles_Nielsen_TVHH_DMA_Ranks_2013-

2014.pdf.  
4
 CBS Corporation, http://www.cbscorporation.com/ourcompany.php?id=11 (last visited Apr. 3, 

2014). 
5
 Senate Majority PAC, Our Mission, http://www.senatemajority.com/about/ (last visited Apr. 

14, 2014). 

http://politicaladsleuth.com/
http://adhawk.sunlightfoundation.com/
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“Them” and transcribed below, refers to Terri Lynn Land.
6
 Land served two terms as Michigan’s 

Secretary of State from 2003 to 2010. She is now the Republican candidate for the U.S. Senate 

seat for Michigan in 2014. Her opponent is U.S. Representative Gary Peters. The SMP ad 

accuses Land of being influenced by large donors because she takes healthcare policy positions 

that would hurt average Americans.
7
 

[Narrator:] You already know that billionaires are paying for Terri 
Lynn Land’s Senate race. What they [billionaires] already know is 
that with Land, insurance companies will be able to deny you 
coverage when you get sick. Women’s access to preventive 
healthcare would be cut while their costs would increase.  
 
Now you know what the billionaires know. They know Terri Lynn 
Land answers to them, and not us. 

SMP spent over $21,000 to air this ad at WWJ-TV for one week, and spent $500,000 in total 

running the ad in Michigan. The ad ran for two weeks across multiple broadcast and cable 

channels.
8
 

II. Argument 

The SMP ad triggers WWJ-TV’s political file disclosure requirements in the 

Communications Act and the FCC’s regulations. WWJ-TV, however, has failed to disclose the 

required information. 

A. The Communications Act and the FCC’s regulation requirements. 

When broadcasters run political ads, they must meet specific disclosure requirements set 

forth in the Communications Act and the FCC’s regulations.  

                                                 
6
 Exhibit A, attached, is a Detroit News article confirming that SMP aired its ad at multiple 

stations in Detroit during March 2014. The ad is available on SMP’s YouTube channel, at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BrxbF52mH-Y. 
7
 See Marisa Schultz, Democratic PAC to air $500K in ads against Land in battle for Senate 

seat, Detroit News, (Mar. 28, 2014), 

http://www.detroitnews.com/article/20140328/POLITICS02/303280095 (attached in Exhibit A). 
8
 Id. 
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Section 315(e)(1) of the Communications Act requires that broadcast licensees maintain 

records regarding any request to purchase broadcast time that “communicates a message relating 

to any political matter of national importance, including (i) a legally qualified candidate; (ii) any 

election to Federal office; or (iii) a national legislative issue of public importance.”
9
  

For such requests, the licensee must disclose “the name of the candidate to which the 

communication refers and the office to which the candidate is seeking election, the election to 

which the communication refers, or the issue to which the communication refers (as 

applicable).”
10

 The licensee must also disclose a list of the purchaser’s “chief executive officers 

or members of the executive committee or of the board of directors.”
11

 

Similarly, FCC regulations require licensees to disclose information about paid 

broadcasts if those broadcasts concern a “political matter” or discuss a “controversial issue of 

public importance,” and the ad is paid for by “a corporation, committee, association or other 

unincorporated group, or other entity.”
12

 In such cases, the FCC also requires a “list of the chief 

executive officers or members of the executive committee or of the board of directors, committee 

association or other unincorporated group or other entity.”
13

  

B. The SMP ad triggers the disclosure requirements of § 315(e)(2) of the 

Communications Act and § 73.1212(e) of the FCC’s regulations. 

The SMP ad triggers the disclosure requirements of § 315(e)(2) of the Communications 

Act and § 73.1212(e) of the FCC’s regulations for two reasons. First, the ad refers to Terri Lynn 

                                                 
9
 47 USC § 315(e)(1)(B)(i)–(iii) (2014). 

10
 Id. § 315(e)(2)(E). 

11
 Id. § 315(e)(2)(G). 

12
 47 CFR § 73.1212(e). See also id. § 73.1943. Currently, a station in the top-50 designated 

market areas and affiliated with a top-four network must upload its political file to the FCC’s 

online database; however, all television stations will be required to do so beginning in July 2014. 

Standardized and Enhanced Disclosure Requirements for Television Broadcast Licensee Public 

Interest Obligations, Second Report and Order, 27 FCC Rcd 4535, 4536–37 (2012). 
13

 47 CFR § 73.1212(e). 
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Land. Land is a “legally qualified candidate” for the U.S. Senate in Michigan because she 

frequently updates her campaign website with information about her appearances and speeches, 

issues press releases, and collects donations.
14

 She raised over $2 million for her campaign in the 

fourth quarter of 2013 alone.
15

 

Second, the ad communicates a message relating to both a “political matter of national 

importance” and a “controversial issue of public importance” for purposes of the 

Communications Act and the FCC’s regulations.
16

 The ad discusses health care reform, including 

cuts to, and rising costs of, preventive care for women. Health care reform and costs of 

preventive care for women are national and controversial issues because they are subject to 

nationwide debate and media coverage, and impact citizens across the entire country.
17

 Health 

care reform is the quintessential controversial issue of public importance: it was President 

Obama’s key initiative and has been subject to multiple court challenges, including at the 

Supreme Court. 

C. WWJ-TV failed to disclose the information required by law. 

WWJ-TV uploaded the following to its online political file for the sale of airtime for this 

ad: the contract, which discloses rates, dates, and times the ad ran, in compliance with section 

315(e)(2)(A)-(D); and the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) Form PB-18, 

                                                 
14

 See Terri Lynn Land, The Latest, http://terrilynnland.com/latest-posts/ (last visited Apr. 15, 

2014). 
15

 Fritz Klug, U.S. Senate Update: Terri Lynn Land raises $2 million in 3 months; new 'Pure 

Washington' ad attacks Gary Peters, MLive (Oct. 7, 2013), 

http://www.mlive.com/news/index.ssf/2013/10/us_senate_update_terri_lynn_la.html. 
16

 WWJ-TV’s National Association of Broadcasters form incorrectly identifies the ad as not 

communicating a national issue. See Exhibit B. 
17

 See, e.g., Women’s Preventive Services in the Affordable Care Act: Frequently Asked 

Questions, http://www.nwlc.org/resource/women%E2%80%99s-preventive-services-affordable-

care-act-frequently-asked-questions (last visited Apr. 22, 2014). 
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“Agreement Form for Non-Candidate/Issue Advertisements.” Copies of both are included in 

Exhibit B. 

WWJ-TV has failed to disclose the candidate and issue addressed by the ad. The NAB 

form provides the space for stations to meet the disclosure requirements of § 315 of the 

Communications Act. The form asks whether the ad communicates a “message relating to any 

political matter of national importance.” If yes, then the station must, in the next section, disclose 

a list of the “candidate(s) the [ad] refers to, the office being sought, and the date(s) of the 

election.” Stations must also disclose the issue referred to by the ad. WWJ-TV, however, 

incorrectly checked the box “No,” despite the ad’s explicit references to Land and health care 

reform. The station thus neglected to fill out the necessary sections requiring disclosure of the 

candidate and the issue referred to. These omissions amount to a failure to comply with the 

disclosure laws. 

Finally, WWJ-TV fails to disclose a list of SMP’s board of directors or chief executive 

officers. The NAB form requires this information as well, but the form for the SMP ad lists only 

one SMP officer, Rebecca Lambe, SMP’s treasurer. Listing merely the treasurer of the 

organization is insufficient. WWJ-TV’s failure to disclose all of the information described above 

violates the Communications Act and the FCC’s regulations. 

 

Conclusion 

The Communications Act and FCC rules are intended to inform the public about the 

amount of spending and source of funding when broadcast stations air paid programming 

concerning candidates, elections, and political matters of public importance. WWJ-TV has failed 

to disclose this important information. Thus, the Campaign Legal Center and the Sunlight 

Foundation respectfully request that the FCC take prompt action to ensure that this information is 

made available to the public through WWJ-TV’s public file. We further request that the FCC 

take other measures, such as assessing forfeitures and issuing a Public Notice reminding 
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broadcast stations of their obligations, to ensure that this and other broadcast stations include all 

of the legally required disclosures in the future. 
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Exhibit A 

 

This ad is available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BrxbF52mH-Y. 
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Democratic PAC to air $500K in ads against Land in battle for Senate seat 

Marisa Schultz, The Detroit News 

March 28, 2014, at 7:33 PM 

http://www.detroitnews.com/article/20140328/POLITICS02/303280095 

 

A Democratic political action committee is coming to the aid of U.S. Rep. Gary Peters by 

launching an ad campaign in Michigan. 

 

Senate Majority PAC bought $500,000 in TV commercials that began airing statewide on 

broadcast and cable networks and will run for two weeks. The 30-second ad targets Peters’ 

opponent in the U.S. Senate race, Republican Terri Lynn Land, and tries to link her to the 

billionaire industrialist Koch brothers. 

 

This is the second boost this week for Peters, who launched his first TV ads earlier aimed at 

introducing the Bloomfield Township Democrat to U.S. Senate voters statewide in a $1 million 

buy over seven weeks. The ads feature his wife, Colleen, and family, and emphasizes his middle-

class roots, personal story and his efforts to support policies that help the middle class. 

 

The latest push brings TV ad spending on behalf of Peters up to about $2 million. In turn, 

conservative groups have spent about $5 million attacking Peters thus far in the highly 

competitive race that could determine which party controls the U.S. Senate. 

 

The Senate Majority PAC campaign aims to combat the unequal ad spending by blackballing the 

financiers of conservative ads. The ad tries to paint Land as being influenced by billionaires by 

taking healthcare policy positions that would hurt average Michiganians. 

 

“Billionaires are paying for Terri Lynn Land’s senate race,” the ad says, citing a Feb. 25 Detroit 

News article that doesn’t make that statement at all. 

 

In reality, the Koch brothers have financially backed Americans for Prosperity, a conservative 

political group that has funneled more than $5 million in TV advertising in Michigan — largely 

to attack Peters. By law, Americans for Prosperity is a separate entity from Land’s campaign and 

must make advertising and fundraising decisions independent of candidates. 

 

There’s no doubt, however, AFP’s emotional anti-Obamacare attack ads on Peters are a factor in 

the Senate race. While an earlier ad featuring cancer patient Julie Boonstra came under fire for 

the accuracy of its claims, AFP doubled down recently with another $1.5 million ad buy 

featuring Grand Rapids mother of five Shannon Wendt, saying she lost insurance under 

Obamacare and the new plan is “unaffordable.” 

 

The Washington Post’s fact checker Glenn Kessler rated that ad with two Pinocchios Thursday 

because the Wendts turned down government-funded Medicaid, which would have made their 

health care less expensive. 
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Senate Majority PAC stands by its ad claims that Land is being funded by billionaires: 

“Americans for Prosperity, funded by the billionaire Koch brothers, are spending millions to 

ensure a Land victory,” spokesman Ty Matsdorf said in an email. “They are doing this because 

Land has already publicly stated that she will adhere to their reckless and irresponsible agenda of 

repealing health care reform which would go back to the days where insurance companies wrote 

the rules at the expense of families and seniors.” 

 

Land’s campaign spokeswoman, Heather Swift, called the ad campaign hypocritical. She pointed 

to financial reports showing the largest donor to Senate Majority PAC is billionaire former New 

York Mayor Michael Bloomberg. (He donated $2.5 million to the Democratic group last year, 

records show.) 

 

“It’s no surprise that Harry Reid’s super PAC, which is funded by billionaires from California 

and New York, are sinking to hypocrisy and lies,” Swift said in a statement. “ ... If Gary and 

Harry want to silence the ‘out of state billionaires,’ they should start with their own allies.” 
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Exhibit B 
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0 Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D.C. 20554

May 12, 2014

Anne Lucey, Senior Vice President, Regulatory Policy
CBS Inc.
601 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 540
Washington, DC 20004

Eric Null
Institute for Public Representation
Georgetown University Law Center
600 New Jersey Avenue, NW, Suite 312
Washington, DC 20001

RE: Complaint against CBS Station WWJ-TV, Detroit, MI

Dear Ms. Lucey and Mr. Null:

This email refers to the complaint filed by the Institute for Public Representation on
behalf of the Campaign Legal Center and the Sunlight Foundation on May 1, 2014, against the
above-referenced station. The complaint, which was served on the licensee on May 1, 2014,
alleges violations of Sections 3 15(e) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, 47 U.S.C.
§ 3 15(e), and Section 73.1212(e) of the Commission's Rules, 47 U.S.C. § 73.1212(e), with
respect to certain documents in the station's online political file. These documents are included
as an attachment to the complaint.

Having reviewed the complaint, the Media Bureau has concluded that further information
is necessary to resolve this matter. Accordingly, the licensee of the above-referenced station
must file an Answer responding to the allegations in the complaint by May 27, 2014. In
addition, by the same date the licensee must indicate whether the referenced documents comply
in all other respects with the Commission's statutes and rules and, if not, explain why. The
licensee should send its Answer via email to me, copying counsel for the Campaign Legal Center
and the Sunlight Foundation.

The Campaign Legal Center and the Sunlight Foundation may file a reply to the
licensee's Answer by June 3, 2014, via email to me, copying counsel for the licensee.

Sincerely,

L
Robert L. Baker
Assistant Chief, Policy Division
Media Bureau
Federal Communications Commission
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Summary 

The Campaign Legal Center and the Sunlight Foundation (“Complainants”) filed 

complaints against eleven broadcast television stations alleging violations of the disclosure 

requirements of the Communications Act and the FCC’s rules.  The stations filed responses 

presenting multiple common and individual issues.  This reply responds to those issues. 

The stations responses demonstrated that there is widespread non-compliance with the 

disclosure laws.  Most stations conceded violations and corrected their files.  For those that 

argued that certain information was not required to be disclosed, Complainants disagree. 

The disclosure requirements enacted by Congress are broad and, for the most part, 

unambiguous.  Many stations argued that, in the case of commercials addressing an issue of 

national importance and mentioning a candidate, the statute requires disclosure of only one of the 

following: the candidate, election, or issue referred to.  The statute is broader than that, and 

requires the station to disclose all three “as applicable” to the ad in question.  Stations also must 

disclose the purchasing group’s chief executive officer, or a list of the board of directors or 

executive committee.  Simply disclosing the treasurer is not sufficient. 

An advertisement triggers the statute when it “communicates a message relating to any 

political matter of national importance.”  This language is necessarily broad, but specifically 

includes the reference to any legally qualified candidate, any election, or any national legislative 

issue of public importance.  Many ads will trigger the disclosure requirements by virtue of the 

broad language and list of specific subjects. 

Stations are not entitled to rely on inferences made by the public to excuse 

noncompliance and nondisclosure.  The obligation to disclose is on the broadcaster.  Further, 

Complainants are under no obligation to allege harm resulting from the lack of disclosure.  Even 

if it were, the FCC has made clear that the primary benefactor of the disclosure laws is the 

public, and failure to disclose harms the entire viewing public.
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CONSOLIDATED REPLY OF CAMPAIGN LEGAL 

CENTER AND SUNLIGHT FOUNDATION 

The Campaign Legal Center and the Sunlight Foundation (Complainants), on May 1, 

2014, filed complaints against eleven broadcast television stations alleging violations of the 

political advertising disclosure requirements in Section 315 of the Communications Act and 

Section 73.1212(e) of the Federal Communications Commission’s (FCC) regulations.  On May 

12, FCC staff sent the stations individual letters of inquiry requiring them to respond to the 

allegations in the complaints by May 27 and requiring Complainants to reply by June 3.  The 

stations filed timely responses.  Because the stations’ responses raise common issues, 

Complainants timely file this consolidated reply. 

Compliance with the requirements to disclose information about political commercials is 

extremely important, as it contributes to democratic self-governance, and gives researchers, 

journalists, and the public critical information about the electoral process.  The importance of 

these requirements is underscored by the staff’s prompt action on the complaints, as well as by 

the Chairman’s May 12 public statement stressing that  
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We take political file complaints seriously and anticipate resolving these 
quickly.  Accuracy is just as important as accessibility in providing this 
kind of information to the American public.  We hope this serves as a 
reminder to all stations of their obligation to maintain political files in 
accordance with statutory provisions and our Rules.

1
 

The stations’ responses demonstrated that there has been widespread non-compliance 

with the Commission’s public file rules.  Nine of the eleven stations conceded that they were not 

in compliance with the requirements.  A tenth station argued that its disclosure was not required 

for a technical reason discussed below.  One station argued that its disclosure was complete.
2
 

This consolidated reply addresses two issues common to several of the responses and also to a 

few additional points raised by individual stations. 

I. 47 USC §315(e)(2)(E) requires disclosure of any and all candidates, elections, 

and issues referred to by a political advertisement 

Several stations argued that Section 315(e)(2)(E) of the Communications Act requires 

that a station need only disclose either the name of the candidate and office sought, the election 

referred to, or the issue referred to in the ad.
3
  Section 315(e)(2)(E) tells broadcasters to disclose 

“the name of the candidate to which the communication refers and the office to which the 

candidate is seeking election, the election to which the communication refers, or the issue to 

which the communication refers (as applicable).” Stations paid particularly close attention to the 

word “or” in Section 315(e)(2)(E), which typically connotes a disjunctive list. 

This interpretation is flawed.  Notwithstanding the fact that Congress used the word “or” 

in the statute, the word was used in conjunction with the phrase “as applicable” at the end of 

315(e)(2)(E).
4
  The additional phrase means stations must disclose the candidate, election, or 

                                                 
1
 Statement from FCC Chairman Tom Wheeler on Political File Letters (May 12, 2014). 

2
 Based on WTVJ’s representation with respect to Florida election law, Complainants will not 

pursue further action with respect to that station. 
3
 WTVT Letter at 3-4; KMSP Letter at 3; WTVD Letter at 3; WFLA Letter at 3-4; WCNC Letter 

at 2; WWJ Letter at 2 n.1; WDIV Letter at 2. 
4
 Most stations included the phrase when quoting the statute, but failed to address the phrase or 

acknowledge how it alters the analysis.  Congress’ use of the word “or” in the statute can be 
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issue in its political file as each portion of the section applies to the ad in question.  If an ad 

references a candidate, an election, and an issue, then all three parts of Section 315(e)(2)(E) 

apply to the ad, and all information must be disclosed.  Similarly, if an ad mentions an issue and 

a candidate, which they often do, then both the issue and the candidate sections of the statute are 

“applicable” to the ad, and the station must disclose the issue, candidate, and office sought.  To 

interpret the section otherwise is to severely reduce the utility of disclosures in the first place, as 

filers could simply disclose one item, which would cripple investigations into campaign 

spending.  At best, the statute is ambiguous.  The FCC can remedy the ambiguity by providing 

guidance requiring stations to disclose all information as applicable. 

Further, WTVD incorrectly argues that because Congress used the terms “issue” and 

“candidate,” which are singular, the station is required to “include a description of a single issue 

which it finds . . . to feature prominently in the advertisement.”
5
  It is basic statutory 

interpretation, as set forth in the U.S. Code, that “words importing the singular include and apply 

to several . . . things.”
6
  Further, in the context of Section 315 of the Communications Act, it 

makes sense to require stations to disclose multiple candidates, elections, or issues if the ad 

references them because ads will often do so—to choose only one would mislead and misinform 

the public.  Therefore, it is unreasonable to allow a station to choose to disclose one out of 

potentially numerous issues, candidates, or elections referenced by the ad. 

II. Disclosure of only the treasurer of the sponsoring group is insufficient 

In two cases, stations failed to identify a chief executive officer or list the board of 

directors of the purchasing group, but instead identified only the sponsor’s treasurer.
7
  They 

                                                                                                                                                             

explained by the understanding that not all advertisements will mention a candidate, an election, 

and an issue. 
5
 WTVD Letter at 3-4 (emphasis added). 

6
 1 USC §1 (2014). 

7
 WCNC Letter at 3; WFLA Letter at 4.  
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argued that disclosing the treasurer alone is sufficient to comply with the Communications Act 

and the FCC’s rules.
8
  WFLA, in particular, argues that because the Federal Election 

Commission “generally only require[s] one named officer” to be identified in filings with that 

agency, and because “the Station had no way of knowing whether there were any additional 

officers/directors,” the station complied with the FCC’s rules by disclosing only the treasurer.
9
 

These stations misread the plain language of a straightforward law.  The Communications 

Act and the FCC’s rules specifically state that the station should disclose “a list of the chief 

executive officers or members of the executive committee or of the board of directors” of the 

sponsoring group.
10

  The treasurer is not the chief executive officer, nor does identifying the 

treasurer constitute a list of members of the executive committee or of the board of directors.  

Section 315 imposes the disclosure burden on licensees, not the advertisers.  In WFLA’s case, if 

the information provided to it by the advertiser was insufficient, then it is the station’s 

responsibility to retrieve that information.
11

 

                                                 
8
 WCNC argues that disclosing “the name and title of Patriot Majority USA’s treasurer” is 

sufficient to comply with 47 CFR §73.1212(e). WCNC Letter at 3.  The original complaint 

against WCNC did not allege a violation of 47 CFR §73.1212(e), however, because Craig 

Varoga, Patriot Majority’s treasurer, is also Patriot Majority’s president.  WCNC could, if it truly 

values clarity in disclosure, ensure that its online disclosure forms identify Mr. Varoga as the 

group’s president. 
9
 WFLA Letter at 4. 

10
 47 USC §315(e)(2)(G) (emphasis added); 47 CFR §73.1212(e). 

11
 WFLA’s citation to Trumper, 11 FCC Rcd 20415 (1996), is inapposite.  That case was about 

how much reasonable diligence was required to satisfy 47 USC §317(c) and the FCC’s on-air 

disclosure requirements in 47 CFR §73.1212(e); it was not about complying with 47 USC §315 

or the FCC’s political file requirement in 47 CFR §73.1212(e).  Even if it were, requiring a 

station to ask about the CEO, board of directors, or executive committee does not rise to the level 

of a “private investigat[ion,]” as WFLA appears to believe. WFLA Letter at 4. 
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III. Triggering Section 315  

A. “Political matter of national importance” is a broad category 

KMGH and WTVT argued that the advertisements run by their stations did not implicate 

47 USC §315(e)(1)(B) because the issues mentioned by their ads did not qualify as “national 

legislative issue[s] of public importance” under Section 315(e)(1)(B)(iii).  KMGH, which ran an 

ad referring to Representative Cory Gardner and his alleged attempts to cut Medicare, argued 

that the ad did not trigger Section 315 because “the ad . . . did not address any current legislative 

issue.”
12

  WTVT, which ran an ad attacking David Jolly about his lobbying past in the face of 

record high debt in the U.S., argued that “[t]here is no national legislative issue presented in the 

ad.”
13

 

This is an incorrect interpretation of the statute.  The statute is necessarily broader than a 

requirement to disclose only references to currently pending bills and legislation.  The lead-in 

language to the section states “A licensee shall maintain . . . a complete record of a request to 

purchase broadcast time that . . . communicates a message relating to any political matter of 

national importance, including . . . a national legislative issue of public importance.”
14

  The list 

is inclusive: a “political matter of national importance” is a broad category that includes, among 

other things, any “national legislative issue.”  Thus, significant political issues subject to frequent 

legislative consideration, like Medicare or the national debt, regardless of whether legislation is 

currently pending at the time the ad ran, should be disclosed by the station because they both are, 

without a doubt, “political matter[s] of national importance.” 

Moreover and in any event, both Medicare and the U.S. national debt are in fact the 

subjects of recent or currently-pending legislation.  KMGH admits as much in its letter, stating 

“the sole bill that the Complaint relies upon to show a current Medicare issue is a Republican bill 

                                                 
12

 KMGH Letter at 1-2. 
13

 WTVT Letter at 3-4. 
14

 47 USC §315(e)(1) (emphasis added). 
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designed to protect Medicare recipients’ access to their doctors.”
15

  Neither sponsorship nor 

viewpoint of a bill is applicable to whether the statute is triggered.  KMGH attempts to discount 

the relevance of the bill cited by the Complaint by saying such Medicare “doc fix” bills are a 

“routine congressional rite.”
16

  Routine or not, the legislation exists—and the controversial 

nature of the issue is further bolstered by the fact that this “routine congressional rite” was been 

mired in gridlock.
17

  In addition, as in prior years, H Con Res. 96, adopting a budget for FY 2015 

in the House proposes significant reductions in expenditures.  In short, Medicare is a continuing 

legislative matter of public importance. 

The national debt is without question an issue of significant public concern.  There are 

many legislative efforts to restrict spending and to pay down the national debt.  Many proposed 

Congressional budgets propose to do so.
18

  Medicare itself is a hot topic in budget discussions 

because it is an area in which the government could potentially save money and pay down the 

national debt.
19

  Thus, even under the stations’ incorrect, narrow interpretation of the statute, 

they were still required to disclose the issues referred to by the ads they ran. 

                                                 
15

 KMGH Letter at 2. 
16

 Id. 
17

 Tom Howell Jr., House Votes to Thwart Cuts to Medicare Payments; Quick Vote Stirs 

Controversy, Washington Times (Mar. 27, 2014), 

http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/mar/27/house-gop-struggles-pass-medicare-doc-

fix. 
18

 Zachary A. Goldfarb, Obama Sends $3.9 Trillion Budget Plan for Fiscal 2015 to Congress, 

Washington Post (Mar. 4, 2014), http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/obama-

sends-39-trillion-budget-proposal-to-congress/2014/03/04/20066806-a3e2-11e3-84d4-

e59b1709222c_story.html; Jeff Horseman, Congress: Democrats Use Ryan Budget in Inland 

Campaigns, Press Enterprise (Apr. 9, 2014), http://blog.pe.com/political-

empire/2014/04/09/congress-democrats-use-ryan-budget-in-inland-campaigns. 
19

 Gretchen Jacobson, Issue Brief: Medicare and the Federal Budget: Comparison of Medicare 

Provisions in Recent Federal Debt and Deficit Reduction Proposals, Henry J. Kaiser Family 

Foundation (Jan. 2014), http://kaiserfamilyfoundation.files.wordpress.com/2014/01/8124-04-

medicare-and-the-federal-budget.pdf. 
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KMGH apparently would like the FCC to complicate the simple disclosure requirements 

by allowing stations to determine whether an ad “discuss[es]” an issue (must be disclosed) or 

merely “asserts” something about an issue (does not need to be disclosed).
20

  This is a false 

dichotomy because there is substantial overlap between the two terms.  Moreover, the FCC 

should not complicate disclosure requirements by allowing stations to withhold disclosures by 

making “discussion vs. assertion” determinations.  According to the statute, an ad is covered if it 

“communicates a message relating to any political matter of national importance.”  An ad can do 

so whether it “discusses” or “asserts.” 

B. Whenever a legally qualified candidate is referenced in a political advertisement, 

it triggers Section 315 disclosure, and the disclosure should reflect that reference 

Fox’s station KMSP, which ran an ad that targeted Senator Al Franken’s support for new 

IRS non-profit rules and his alleged attacks on free speech, argued that Section 315 was not 

triggered by “Senator Franken [being] named and identified in the advertisement.”
21

  Further, 

“[t]he American Encore advertisement does not mention Senator Franken in reference to any 

election[,]” and therefore, the station argues, this information did not need to be disclosed.
22

 

The statute is clear on this point: whenever an advertisement “communicates a message” 

relating to a “legally qualified candidate,” the station must disclose the name of that candidate 

and the office to which he or she is seeking election.
23

  In KMSP’s case, the ad communicated a 

very clear message regarding Senator Al Franken: that he was wrong when he supported changes 

to the IRS non-profit rules and that he is opposed to free speech.  The ad even, in the words of 

                                                 
20

 KMGH Letter at 2 (differentiating between an ad that purports to “discuss” a controversial 

issue and an ad that “asserts” something about a candidate’s view on an issue). 
21

 Id. at 3.  KMSP did concede that Section 315 was triggered because it “related to an important 

national issue.”  Id. 
22

 Id. 
23

 KMSP appears to conflate triggering and disclosure requirements in the statute, which are 

separate. 
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KMSP itself, “encouraged viewers in the KMSP-TV viewing area to tell Senator Franken to stop 

attacking free speech.”
24

  Not only did the ad communicate a message about Senator Franken, it 

asked viewers to call his office and express their displeasure based on the message of the ad.  

The ad clearly communicates a message about Senator Franken, and therefore triggered section 

315 for this reason.  Therefore, the disclosure must include Senator Al Franken’s name and 

office sought. 

IV.  Other issues bearing brief mention 

A. The obligation to disclose information about political advertisements is the 

station’s responsibility, and it cannot rely on consumer inference to make up for 

station noncompliance 

WFLA argues that its files were “substantially complete” because, despite the fact that it 

failed to disclose the candidate and issue addressed by the ad as well as the chief executive 

officer, its disclosure “met the Commission’s policy goal that the disclosures included in the 

political file [should] further the First Amendment’s goal of an informed electorate.”
25

  WFLA 

believes the FCC should excuse its noncompliance with the candidate and issue disclosure 

requirements because “[it is] self-evident” that ads run by the NRCC (a Republican group)  

on the station during the run up to the March 11, 2014 U.S. House special 
election in Tampa were ads that supported David Jolly and opposed Alex 
Sink.  While the information regarding the candidates and the election was 
not specifically listed on the NAB form itself, anyone viewing the online 
public file during this time period would have understood the position of 
the NRCC . . . .

26
   

As an initial matter, it is difficult to understand how failing to disclose information in a 

station’s political file would support the Commission’s policy goal, which is to inform the 

electorate.  Failing to disclose information required by law does not inform the electorate.  The 

                                                 
24

 KMSP Letter at 2.  
25

 WFLA Letter at 3 (internal quotation marks omitted). 
26

 WFLA Letter at 2-3. 
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statute does not say that stations must disclose just enough information for viewers to infer the 

candidates, elections, and issues referred to by an ad based on political party leanings or names 

of groups.  It would be very difficult for “the public, journalists, educators, and the research 

community, to identify and investigate those sponsoring political advertisements”
27

 if stations 

were obscuring disclosures and assuming viewers will simply “underst[and]” who the PAC 

supports and what the ad says, regardless of how “self-evident” the connection may be. 

WFLA unapologetically admits its own failure to comply with the law, but feels entitled 

to a free pass because it “substantially complied.”
28

  It claims that the station’s “records of the 

NRCC purchases contain the information required under 47 U.S.C. § 315(e)(2)(A)-(D) and (G) 

as well as the Commission’s rule for political issue groups, 47 C.F.R. § 73.1212.”
29

  Even if that 

were true (WFLA does not comply with Section 315(e)(2)(G) as discussed in the original 

complaint), WFLA is not entitled to a free pass because it complied with certain other portions of 

the law.  The mere suggestion is irrational and should be outright rejected. 

B. Complainants are not required to show harm to allege violations of disclosure 

laws 

KMSP and WTVT both argue, in a footnote, that complainants cannot show harm and 

therefore the complaints cannot be the basis for an enforcement action against the stations.
30

  The 

stations say the FCC enacted the online filing requirement so consumers could “easily find the 

public files of all stations in their viewing areas.”
31

  Complainants are based in Washington, DC, 

                                                 
27

 Standardized and Enhanced Disclosure Requirements for Television Broadcast Licensee 

Public Interest Obligations, Second Report and Order, 27 FCC Rcd 4535 at para. 16. 
28

 WFLA Letter at 2. 
29

 WFLA Letter at 3.  
30

 KMSP Letter at 3, n.8; WTVT Letter at 3, n.8. 
31

 KMSP Letter at 3, n.8; WTVT Letter at 3, n.8 (quoting Standardized and Enhanced 

Disclosure Requirements for Television Broadcast Licensee Public Interest Obligations, Second 

Report and Order, 27 FCC Rcd 4535 at para. 14). 
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not in the stations’ viewing areas.  The advertisements were not intended, the stations argue, to 

be viewed by Complainants.
32

   Therefore, Complainants were not harmed. 

Harm is not a necessary element to a complaint that a station has violated the disclosure 

laws.  Even if it were, as stated above, one policy goal of the online political file is to inform the 

electorate about ads run by the stations.  Indeed, in adopting the public file rules, the 

Commission fully considered and rejected the notion that disclosure of public files is only for the 

benefit of residents of a station’s service area: 

Some broadcasters argue that the Commission’s focus in this proceeding 
has inappropriately changed from increasing broadcast dialogue with the 
public to enabling access to information about the stations for research and 
public advocacy groups with no ties to the broadcast stations’ 
communities.  We do not perceive the dichotomy these broadcasters 
suggest.  While the public file is first and foremost a tool for community 
members, it is also a tool for the larger media policy community.  Public 
advocacy groups, journalists, and researchers act in part as surrogates 
for the viewing public in evaluating and reporting on broadcast stations’ 
performance.  And as we stated in the FNPRM, easy access to public file 
information will assist the Commission, Congress, and researchers as they 
fashion public policy and recommendations relating to broadcasting and 
other media issues.  For example, the Commission has said that “the 
quarterly issues/programs lists will provide the public and the Commission 
with the information needed to monitor licensees' performance under this 
new regulatory scheme and thus permit us to evaluate the impact of our 
decision.  Existing procedures such as citizen complaints and petitions to 
deny will continue to function as important tools in this regard.” Academic 
analysis of such lists help the Commission monitor whether stations are 
meeting their responsibilities to their local community, and can provide 
information relevant to citizen complaints and petitions to deny.  We 
recognize the efforts of public interest groups and academics to analyze 
publicly available information and educate the public about how their 
local stations are serving their communities, and believe that this work is 
an important aspect of educating viewers about their local television 
broadcast stations.

33
 

                                                 
32

 KMSP Letter at 3, n.8; WTVT Letter at 3, n.8. 
33

 Standardized and Enhanced Disclosure Requirements for Television Broadcast Licensee 

Public Interest Obligations, Second Report and Order, 27 FCC Rcd 4535, 4545 (2012) at para. 

18 (emphasis added). 
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Therefore, even if KMSP and WTVT are not in the Washington, DC, area, the stations’ 

failure to disclose the required information, on its face, harms the entire viewing public by 

withholding crucial information about ads the stations run.  The FCC understood the implications 

of requiring online disclosure of political files, and any attempts by broadcasters to read into the 

requirement a narrowly-defined “harm” element should be rejected.
34

 

 

Conclusion 

The broadcasters’ responses confirm that non-compliance with the Commission’s public 

file rules has been commonplace.  Complainants therefore renew their request that the FCC take 

prompt action to ensure that all required information is made available to the public in licensees’ 

public files.  They further request that the FCC take other measures, such as assessing forfeitures 

and issuing a Public Notice reminding broadcast stations of their obligations, to ensure that all 

broadcast stations fully comply with the requirements for complete public disclosure as required 

by law. 

  

                                                 
34

 KMSP and WTVT also argued that the complaints are examples of public interest groups 

finding “technical shortcomings in every television station’s efforts to comply with the 

mechanics of a new online political file requirement.”  KMSP Letter at 4; WTVT Letter at 4.  

The stations attempted to downplay their own nonfeasance by claiming that failing to disclose 

the issue and candidate referred to in the ad was a “minor exception” to the stations “substantial[] 

compli[ance]” with the law.  KMPS Letter at 2-3; WTVT Letter at 2-3.  However, wholesale 

failure to disclose arguably the most important information about a political ad is not a “minor” 

exception.  The FCC should not be afraid to take enforcement action against stations for blatant 

and continued violations of simple, straightforward disclosure laws. 
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